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DEVELOPMENT AND METHODOLOGY OF
TRAIN RUNNING SIMULATION SOFTWARE

O.P. Kesari
Exe. Director/SE

RDSO,Lucknow.

lkjka'k  % ÅtkZ n{krk esa fdlh izdkj dk le>kSrk fd, fcuk ÝsV lsokvksa esa Hkkjh Vªsfyax yksM dk Fkzw&iqV

c<+kuk vkSj ;k=h rFkk eky nksuksa izdkj dh lsokvksa dh xfr dk c<+k;k tkuk  Hkkjrh; jsy gsrq orZeku

le; dh ekax gSA jsybatu ds fodkl vkSj fodflr djus ds laca/k esa fu.kZ; ysus ls igys ÅtkZ n{k

izpkyu lqfuf'Pkr djus ds fy, vU; ckrksa ds lkFk gh lkFk lHkh fMtkbu vkSj fu"iknu fcanqvksa ij

lE;d cy fn;k tkuk pkfg,A ,slk flewys'ku lkQ~Vos;j dh lgk;rk ls fd;k x;k gSA

jsyxkM+h le;&lkfj.kh cukus] fdlh xzsMsM lsD'ku ij jsybatu yksM laHkky ik;sxk ;k ugha] bldk

fuèkkZj.k djus] ik;h tk ldus okyh larqyu xfr] fdlh p<+ku dks ikj dj ikus gsrq visf{kr vVSfdax

xfr] fdlh jsyxkM+h dh fof'k"V ÅtkZ [kir ¼,lbZlh½] fof'k"V ÅtkZ [kir ij fjtujs'ku dk izHkko

bR;kfn gsrq jsyxkM+h izpkyu flewYks'ku lkQ~Vos;j dh vko';drk gksrh gSA

bl ys[k esa flewys'ku lkQ~Vos;j fodflr djus gsrq vko';d fofHkUu vo/kkj.kkvksa dk mYys[k fd;s

tkus ds lkFk gh jsyxkM+h jfuax flewys'ku lkQ~Vos;j dks fodflr djus dh fdz;kfof/k dk mYys[k fd;k

x;k gSA orZeku jpuk ys[kdksa ds flewys'ku lkQ~Vos;j fodflr djus dk ifj.kke gSA

Abstract: The need of the hour for the Indian Railways demands for increasing throughput by heavier

trailing loads on freight services and higher speeds on both passenger and goods services, without

compromising on energy efficiency. All the design and performance considerations, inter alia, to be given

due weightage before making decisions on the development and deployment of locomotives to ensure

energy efficient operations. This is done with the help of simulation software.

Train running simulation software is required for making timetable, deciding whether the locomotive

could haul the load on a graded section, balancing speed that can be achieved, attacking speed required

to clear a gradient, Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) of a train, effect of regeneration on SEC etc..

The present paper explains the various concepts required for the development of the simulation software

and gives the methodology for development of train running simulation software.The present paper is

outcome of development of simulation software by the authors.

1. SIMULATION SOFTWARE

Simulation software calculates the intersectional

running time and helps in the proper selection of

locomotive to haul a given train, in the given section

maintaining a desired speed time profile.

Simulation software can be designed to be used in

one of the various forms like:

1. As a single train simulation software to assess

traction performance over a given infrastructure

(existing or designed).

2. To develop or evaluate a timetable.

3. To evaluate electrical system load.

Simulation software applies laws of physics for

calculation of train movement & energy consumption and

hence all the commercial simulation software must be

very similar in the calculations they perform. Key

difference is in the user interface.

2. BASIC SIMULATION

In the simplest of simulations, a balance of force

takes place. Locomotive applies a force (tractive effort) to

P.K. Saraswat
Director/SE

RDSO,Lucknow.
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overcome train resistance and accelerate the train until a

balance is reached where accelerating force matches with

the resistive force and a constant speed is maintained.

The balancing speed will be maintained until tractive force

and resistive force remains unchanged. In the train

operation, both of these forces constantly change, shifting

the equilibrium continuously.

3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY & FORMULAE

3.1. Basic Assumptions:

(i) While train is considered as a lumped mass i.e.

length of train is not considered in the analysis

and train is considered as a point mass located at

centre of gravity.

(ii) Train length is considered only in crossing the

speed restrictions.

(iii) Tractive effort. Vs. Speed curve is considered by

taking tractive effort values for whole number values

of speeds (i.e. 0,1,2,.. KMPH) and using linear

interpolation for speeds in between them.

(iv) Linear variation of tractive effort with respect to

notching is assumed.

(v) Tractive effort is considered to be generated by

locomotive, individual traction motors are not

considered.

3.2. Resistances to be overcome by Tractive Effort

3.2.1. Resistance due to gradient:

Tractive force required to overcome gradient Rg = M g

cos(90-θ)

Rg = Mg sinθ

Gradient is specified as 1: G i.e. 1 unit rise in vertical

level for G units traveled.

Now from figure  sinθ = 1/G, hence

Rg = Mg / G

If train weight is W tons and gradient is 1:G than resistance

due to gradient is

Rg = W / G  Tons

3.2.2. Resistance due to curvature:

Normally curve compensated gradient is given.

However, if curvature is specified exclusively then

resistance offered by S0 curve is given by

Rc  =  0.4 * S * W / 1000      Tons

3.2.3. Locomotive Resistance:

It is given by equation:

Rloco

=  [ 0.647 + 13.17/(W/N) + 0.00933 V + 0.057 V2/W ] / W  Tons

Where,

W  =  Weight of locomotive in Tons

N  =   Number of axles in locomotive

( 6 for Co-Co ,  4 for Bo-Bo locomotive )

3.2.4. Train Resistance:

Train resistance in Kg/Ton is given by equation of form

rtrain = a + b v + c v2 Kg/Ton

Hence, train resistance in Tons is given by equation

Rtrain = [a + b v + c v2 ]  * Wt / 1000      Tons

Where,

a, b, c are coefficients of rolling resistance of trailing load

v = speed of train in KMPH

Wt = weight of train excluding weight of locomotives in

Tons

Following is a table of coefficients of rolling resistances.

Above formula for train resistance is valid only above a

certain speed referred as critical speed for resistance.

Below which linear interpolation is used

3.2.5. Starting Resistance

It depends on design of locomotives, coaches and wagons.

Some typical values are as follows:

4 Kg/Ton  for BOXN wagon, ICF coach

5 Kg/Ton for BOX wagon

6 Kg/ Ton for locomotive (all types)
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3.2.6. Total Resistance:

Total resistance required to be overcome by tractive effort

is

Rtotal  = Rg + Rc + Rloco  + Rtrain Tons

3.3. Equations of Motion:

v = u + a t

s = ut + at2/2

v2 = u2  + 2 a s

Where,

v = final speed

u = initial speed

t = time

s= distance covered

3.4. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

There are two basic approaches for simulation of

motion. In conventional approach, parameters of motion

like distance, velocity and acceleration are calculated by

considering the derivatives of distance with respect to time,

equations of motion in differential form are

V =  ds/dt

A = dV/dt

But this approach does not serve our purpose well,

we can solve above equations at some finite points of time

numerically, which will give distance which cannot be

precisely controlled.

However, in our problem of train movement, section

parameters i.e. gradient and curvature, location and length

of speed restrictions, location of stations are all specified

in terms of distance from a given reference location.

To follow these boundary conditions properly it

becomes necessary to switch from conventional 'time

based ' approach to 'distance ' based approach in which

distance is considered as an independent variable.

Simulation is carried by considering the present

location of train and present speed of train as starting point

in each iteration. The initial conditions assign the location

of starting station as present location and present velocity

as zero during starting of simulation.

Each iteration of simulation comprises of calculation

of various parameters of motion and energy consumed in

moving train from its present location to next location

(present location + incremental distance). Incremental

Distance is selected such that location of section

parameters as well as station locations are specified in

multiples of incremental distance, so that in moving

incremental distance section parameters will not vary as

well as no station will lie in between incremental distance.

Software makes incremental distance user selectable with

default value of 1 m. It is assumed that acceleration remains

constant in traversing the incremental distance so that

variation of speed in covering incremental distance is

considered as linear. The simulation in short follows a

piecewise linear approach.

Based on present location of train, gradient &

curvature are determined from section profile; speed

restriction to be observed is determined from speed

restriction profile.

Based on the present speed, location of next

stopping station and values of next speed restriction to

be observed, a decision is made regarding accelerating,

braking, or coasting of train. As per equations described

in 'resistances to be overcome by tractive effort' section,

total resistance to motion is calculated and depending

upon decision mentioned above, other calculations of

time and energy are made.

3.5. ALPHA :

As train moves forward, apart from linear motion

of wheel,wheel also rotates. Some force is required to

impart required angular acceleration apart from linear

acceleration. This is taken in to account by increasing

weight of train by a factor alpha for calculation of linear

accelaration.

Linear accelaration   =

g * Force ( Tractive Effort in Tons)

Alpha * Weight of train (in Tons)

3.6. ACCELERATION MODULE:

Tractive effort is calculated from present speed

using the tractive effort curve or equation feed

Net Tractive Effort =

Tractive Effort Developed - Total Resistance

By locomotive

To take in to account tractive effort required to

provide rotational motion, weight of train is increased by

a factor α (about 10 %), and acceleration is calculated

using equation:

Acc  = g * net tractive effort / (α * weight)

Where g is value of acceleration due to gravity.

g = 9.80665  m/s2

Acceleration is permitted only before reaching the

maximum speed permitted in the section or booked speed

of train or maximum speed of locomotive/coach /wagon

whichever is lower. Braking /coasting is decided based

on the speed restrictions ahead and locations of stopping

stations ahead.

User can set maximum values of acceleration and

retardation permitted; if acceleration calculated exceeds

the set value and excess is due to the tractive or braking

effort of train than only set value is applied for further

calculation of speed otherwise tractive effort / braking

effort is so controlled to control the acceleration /

retardation with in limits imposed if possible ( this case

arises on steep up or down gradients).

Final velocity is calculated using
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v2 = u2 + 2 a s

and time taken is calculated using

t = (v - u ) / a

3.7. BRAKING  MODULE :

Three types of brakes are used in train depending

up on the locomotive characteristics:

1.  Mechanical Braking

2.  Dynamic Braking

a. Rheostatic Braking

b. Regenerative Braking

Depending up on locomotive used in train, software

decides which type of braking to use and when to use. It

keeps a watch on speed restrictions and stopping stations

ahead. If coasting is permitted, coasting is also used to

keep speed with in control, and software decides when to

start the coasting. User can specify the maximum allowed

percentage drop in speed during coasting.

3.7.1. MECHANICAL BRAKING:

Braking is achieved by applying mechanical force

to the moving wheel at each axle by brake mechanism.

Maximum braking effort permissible in this method is

limited to certain percentage of train weight, known as

Percentage Brake Efficiency, its normal values are 3%

for passenger trains and 1 to1.5 % for goods train.

If  b%  is percentage brake efficiency of train and

W be the weight of train in tons then

Maximum brake force available = (b * W ) / 100

Tons

Maximum retardation permissible by brake

application

=  ( g * b * W ) / ( 100 * W*alpha)

= ( g * b ) / (100*alpha)  m/s2

Factor alpha is considered for meeting the

requirement of slowing down the rotary mass too.

During Braking, tractive effort developed by

locomotive is zero; gradient may assist or resist braking.

On down gradient, due to gradient force train will try to

accelerate, which is to be countered by the brake force,

and thus effective brake power available for retarding the

train is less. On up gradient, gradient force will try to

decelerate the train thereby assisting the brake force and

thus increasing the net available brake force.

The resistances offered by curvature and train

resistance will be overcome by the momentum of the train

when train is in braking / coasting mode.

If total resistance (i.e. gradient resistance +

curvature resistance + train resistance) is positive, it will

provide a braking action of its own and will assist in the

braking process. Then

Net retardation

= retardation permissible by brake application

              -  retardation offered by train resistance.

If total resistance is negative (i.e. on down gradient)

effect of total resistance is to increase the speed i.e.

brake force has to counter this also. Then also above

equation holds good and net retardation is less than

maximum retardation permitted by brake application.

Thus, acceleration of train during braking is given

by

Acc = - Total res * g / (α * weight ) -retardation

permissible byBrake application

Software provides a limit on maximum acceleration

and retardation permitted, if acceleration/retardation

calculated as above exceed the set value than it is caped

at the set value, if possible by adjusting tractive / braking

effort and further calculations made from that only.

Then speed is calculated using

v2 = u2 + 2 a s

then time is calculated using  t = ( v - u ) / a

3.7.2. RHEOSTATIC  BRAKING:

During rheostatic /dynamic braking, traction motors

are reconfigured to work as generators driven by

momentum of train and kinetic energy of train is dissipated

as heat in dynamic braking resistors, connected across

traction motors.

Max braking effort, which can be obtained, by

dynamic braking is limited to a percentage of loco weight

(normally taken about 18 %).

Variation of dynamic braking effort with respect to

speed is calculated from characteristic curve.

Let dbe be the dynamic braking effort at speed v in

tons (negative) then

Net Braking effort = dbe + total train resistance

Acceleration = g * Net Braking  Effort / (α * weight)

Limit of acceleration deceleration are imposed if

required as explained above and the velocity and time

taken are calculated by

v2 = u2 + 2 a s

t = ( v - u ) / a

3.7.3. REGENERATIVE BRAKING :

Three phase locomotives are equipped with

regenerative braking.

If train has locomotive with regenerative braking,

then it is used, regenerative braking effort available at a

speed is taken from characteristic curve. Then

Net Braking effort = Regenerative Braking Effort +

total train resistance
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Acceleration = g * Net Braking Effort / (α*weight )

Limit of acceleration deceleration are imposed if

required as explained above and the velocity and time

taken are calculated by

v2 = u2 + 2 a s

t = (v - u ) / a

Energy regenerated is fed back to the OHE Supply.

Energy which can be fed back to supply is obtained by

multiplying theoretical regeneration energy with efficiency

of regeneration.

3.8. ENERGY CALCULATIONS :

Let

u = initial velocity  in m/s

v = final velocity  in m/s

w = Weight of train in Tons

3.8.1. KINETIC ENERGY CHANGE :

Kinetic energy is given by  m v2 /2

Kinetic energy change = ( W * 1000 ) * ( v2 - u2 ) / 2

Joules

=  ( W * 1000 ) * ( v2 - u2 ) / ( 2 * 3600 )

Watt Hour

=   W * ( v2 - u2 ) / 7200

KWH

Kinetic energy change can be positive or negative.

Energy stored in rotating masses will also change

accordingly, but no direct equation is available to consider

its effect. During acceleration or deceleration a portion of

force available is used for changing the energy of rotating

mass. It is taken in to account by increasing the train

weight by a factor alpha.

3.8.2. ENERGY CHANGE DUE TO GRADIENT :

Potential energy = m g h

Height gained in gradient of 1: G in traveling G m is

1m .

Height gained in gradient of 1: G in traveling

incremental distance

= incr_dist / G

Potential energy changed in traveling incremental

distance

= ( W * 1000 ) *g * (incr_dist / G)  Joule

= ( g*W/G) * incr_dist      KWH

Let 1 : G be the section gradient, then

Gradient Resistance  =  W / G Tons

=  g * W / G K Newtons

Energy required to overcome gradient in travelling

incremental distance (in meter)

=   (g W /G )* incr_dist K Joules

=   ( g W /G ) * incr_dist / 3600 KWH

=   g * grad_res * incr_dist /3600 KWH

Energy change due to gradient can also be positive

or negative depending upon rising or falling gradient.

3.8.3. ENERGY CHANGE REQUIRED TO OVERCOME
CURVATURE :

Resistance to over come So curve  =  0.4 *  S * W / 1000  Tons

Energy required to overcome this resistance in

travelling incremental distance

=  g *  curv_res * incr_dist / 3600 KWH

It is always positive. It can be derived from net

change in kinetic energy and potential energy of train apart

from OHE supply.

3.8.4. ENERGY CHANGE REQUIRED TO OVERCOME
TRAIN RESISTANCE:

Energy change required to overcome train

resistance in travelling incremental distance =  g *

train_res * incr_dist / 3600 KWH

It is also always positive. It can be derived from net

change in kinetic energy and potential energy of train apart

from OHE supply.

3.8.5. ENERGY CHANGE REQUIRED TO TRAVEL
INCREMENTAL DISTANCE :

Energy Change = Kinetic Energy Change + Energy

change due to gradient energy change due to curvature +

energy change due to train resistance

3.8.6. AUXILIARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION :

Let P be the auxiliary and ancillary power rating of

train in KW (total of loco and coaches) and let  ' t ' is the

time taken in travelling incremental distance, then auxiliary

energy consumption in this duration is

=  P * t KJ

=  P * t KWs

=  P * t / 3600 KWH

It is also always positive. It has to be necessarily

drawn from OHE supply.

3.8.7. ENERGY INPUT AND BRAKE ENERGY :

When energy change as defined in 4.8.5, is

positive, energy is taken from power supply and energy

input is given by

energy input    =    ( energy change + aux. energy

consumption)/ loco efficiency

When energy change is negative, it indicates that

energy is required to be dissipated through brakes

(mechanical, dynamic or regenerative)

brake energy change = - energy change

In this case also auxiliary and ancillary energy is

to be taken from OHE supply.

energy input    =    (aux. energy consumption)/(

loco efficiency)
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3.8.8. Energy input (i/p) between two points:

Energy required to supply Auxiliaries Aux12 is to

be taken from supply.

Energy required to overcome train resistance and

resistance due to curvature i.e. TR12  and CURV12  are

positive.

Kinetic energy change and potential energy change

can be positive or negative.

When it is positive it is taken from supply and when

it is negative a portion of it is used to supply TR12  and

CURV12  and remaining is to be dissipated in brakes.

Now following cases will arise depending upon

change in kinetic energy and change in potential energy.

Case 1 :  ∆KE = KE1-KE2  > 0  ,  ∆PE = PE1-PE2  > 0

This case arises when train is accelerating on up

gradient.

Energy is required to be supplied from the supply

to overcome  ∆KE and  ∆PE.

Energy i/p =  ( ∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12  +

Aux12 ) / eff   -------------   ( 1 )

Case 2 :  ∆KE = KE1-KE2  > 0,  ∆PE = PE1-PE2  = 0

This case arises when train is accelerating on a

level track. Energy i/p is same as in case 1.

Case 3 :  ∆KE = KE1-KE2  >= 0  ,  ∆PE = PE1-PE2  < 0

This case arises when train is accelerating on down

gradient.

Case a :  ∆KE =  - ∆PE,  ∆KE + PE=0 :

Here potential energy gets converted to kinetic

energy, and energy input is given by Energy i/p =  (TR12  +

CURV12  + Aux12) / eff

Which is same as (1).

Case b :  ∆KE >  - ∆PE,  ∆KE +PE>0 :

Here train is speeding on a down gradient. Potential

energy gets converted to kinetic energy and additional

kinetic energy required, is supplied from the supply along

with the energy to overcome the resistances. Energy input

is given by (1).

Case c :  ∆KE <  - ∆PE,  ∆KE +PE<0 :

This case arises when change in potential energy

is not fully converted to kinetic energy. This happens when

a part of potential energy change is used to increase the

kinetic energy and remaining potential energy is used to

overcome train resistance & curvature resistance.  Two

cases arise here:

I. Energy required to overcome train resistance &

curvature resistance is greater than or equal to the

remaining portion of potential energy.

i.e. (TR12  + CURV12 ) > (- ∆PE)- ∆KE   and

∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12  > 0.

Additional energy is taken from supply to overcome

resistances, equation (1) holds good.

II.   Energy required to overcome train resistance &

curvature resistance is less than the remaining portion of

potential energy.

i.e. (TR12  + CURV12  ) <  (- ∆PE)- ∆KE   and

∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12  < 0 .

Negative energy change implies that this portion of

energy is to be dissipated from the system by brake

system (or can be fed back to supply by regenerative

braking.)

Brake energy =  -( ∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12)

Here negative sign is used to make it positive. Even

in this auxiliaries are to be fed from supply and energy

input is given by

Energy i/p =  Aux12  / eff

Case 4 :  ∆KE = KE1-KE2  = 0  ,  ∆PE = PE1-PE2  >= 0

This case arises when train moves with a constant

speed on an up or level gradient. Here energy required to

overcome train resistance, curvature resistance and

gradient energy change is taken from supply. Energy input

is given by (1).

Case 5 :  ∆KE = KE1-KE2  < 0,  ∆PE = PE1-PE2  >  0

This case arises when train moves on an up

gradient. Some portion of kinetic energy is used to impart

potential energy and to overcome train resistance and

curvature resistance.

a.   ∆KE +  ∆PE  = 0 :

Here kinetic energy is fully converted to potential

energy. Energy required to overcome train resistance and

curvature resistance is taken from supply. Energy input

is given by (1).

b.   ∆KE +  ∆PE  > 0 :

Here some portion of potential energy change is

provided by conversion of kinetic energy in to potential

energy and remaining portion of potential energy change

as well as energy required to overcome train resistance

and curvature resistance is taken from supply. Energy

input is given by (1).

c.   ∆KE +  ∆PE  < 0 :

Here a portion of kinetic energy provides the

increase in potential energy and remaining portion of

kinetic energy is used to overcome the resistances.

If  ∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12  < 0 Then the

remaining portion of kinetic energy after supplying for

resistances, is to be dissipated in brake system.

Brake energy =  -( ∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12)

Here negative sign is used to make it positive. Even

in this auxiliaries are to be fed from supply and energy

input is given by
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Energy i/p =  Aux12  / eff

If ∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12 >  0  Then a

portion of energy required to overcome resistances is

provided by change in kinetic energy, and remaining portion

is taken from supply. Here energy input is given by

equ. (1).

Case 6 : ∆KE = KE1-KE2  < 0,  ∆PE = PE1-PE2  =  0

This is covered under case 5  part c.

Case7 :  ∆KE = KE1-KE2  < 0,  ∆PE = PE1-PE2  <  0

In this case both kinetic energy and potential

energy changes are negative. It occurs when speed of

train moving on a down gradient is reduced. Here if energy

required to overcome resistances is greater then decrease

in kinetic energy and potential energy, then the additional

energy is taken from supply and energy input is given by

equation (1).

If energy required to overcome resistances is less

then decrease in kinetic energy and potential energy then

∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12  < 0 and remaining portion

of kinetic energy and potential energy after supplying for

energy to overcome resistances, is to be dissipated in

brake system.

Brake energy =  -( ∆KE +  ∆PE + TR12  + CURV12)

Here negative sign is used to make it positive. Even

in this auxiliaries are to be fed from supply and energy

input is given by

Energy i/p =  Aux12  / e

3.9. TRACTIVE EFFORT  &  MOTOR TORQUE
RATING

Tractive effort is defined as the force exerted by

driving wheel on the rail to produce movement. It is

proportional to torque produced by traction motors, subject

to restriction imposed by adhesion.

Let TE be the total tractive effort  (in Newton)

produced and

          R be the Radius of driving wheel (in meter)

Then toque at rim of driving wheel  =  R * TE

Nm

Then torque referred to motor shaft

= (gear ratio  * R * TE) / Transmission Efficiency

Where, gear ratio = wheel speed / motor speed

Torque per motor   = (gear ratio  * R * TE) /

(Transmission Efficiency * Number of Traction Motors)

4. MODULES REQUIRED FOR SPECIFYING THE
INPUT DATA

Software modules are required for specifying the

characteristics of locomotives, coaches, wagons, train

composition and specifying the details of sections, speed

restrictions and stations for which simulation needs to be

carried out.

The methodology which is used by the author is

described below.

4.1. Module for specifying standard locomotive
characteristics:

This module is used for specifying standard

locomotive characteristics. These characteristics are used

for describing locomotive in train composition. Locomotive

characteristics are stored in binary form to increase the

execution time and to save disc space. This module has

options for viewing standard locomotive characteristics

file, adding new locomotive characteristics in the standard

locomotive characteristic file and modifying locomotive

characteristics.

Tractive effort / draw bar pull curve specification is

not necessary. If it is not provided, then software assumes

hyperbolic tractive effort / draw bar pull curve.

Value of adhesion coefficient depends upon design

of locomotive and it specifies the starting tractive effort (=

adhesion coefficient * weight) under normal adhesion

conditions. For conventional locomotives it is about 0.3

and for three phase locomotives it is around 0.4 - 0.5

Value of dynamic braking coefficient specifies the

maximum dynamic braking effort (= dynamic braking

coefficient * weight). Its value depends up on dynamic

braking resistance rating and is generally taken as 0.18

Starting resistance for locomotive is normally taken

as 6 Kg/Ton.

All these data are to be entered interactively, so

there is no need to remember the sequencing of data to

be entered.

However, when tractive effort curve or draw bar pull

curve is to be entered by user it is observed that it takes

more time to enter data interactively, than typing the

required data in a file using text editor. This module also

support a file input mode for entering locomotive

characteristics. User is asked if he wants to use the file

input mode or not. If he does not opt for that all data entry

is done interactively, otherwise user is asked to enter the

file name in which he has   already typed the required

data. In this case data is directly read from the specified

file.

Linear interpolation is used to get the value of tractive

effort and rheostatic/ regenerative braking effort for speeds

in between the points for which curve is specified.

It is recommended that if user wishes to specify

tractive effort curve or draw bar pull curve, he should

preferably use file input mode, by creating a text file in

notepad or word with extension  '.txt 'with name as name

of locomotive. In this file user can check the values typed

and then add the locomotive characteristics in the standard

locomotive characteristics file using file-input mode.

The text file should have the following format (i.e.

sequence of data, spacing will not make a difference)

i. Name

ii. Horse Power
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iii. Weight ( Tons)

iv. Length (in m)

v. Adhesion coefficient

vi. Starting resistance (in Kg/ton)

vii. Number of axles

viii. Maximum locomotive speed (in Km/h)

ix. Critical speed for resistance(in Kmph)

x. Auxiliary power rating of locomotive (in KW)

xi. Choice1 ( 0 for TE equation, 1 for TE Curve in tons,

2 for DB Pull curve in tons, 3 for TE curve in Newton)

xii. Choice2  (1 for Regenerative braking, 2 for

Rheostatic braking 3 for Mechanical Braking alone.)

xiii. (If  choice1 != 0 ) selection (y/n)

'y'     for specifying TE/DBPULL curve at each

integral speed

'n'     for specifying TE/DBPULL curve by points

(vel,te)

xiv. if selection = y

then values of TE/DBPULL curve at each integral

value of speed  from 0 kmph to max speed of loco

if selection = n  then points of  TE/DBPULL curve

in form of

speed   te

where integer should be used as speed (fractional

speeds not allowed)

xv. if choice2 != 3

1. unit of braking effort curve    1  for KN,  2  for Ton

2. Braking effort curve in form of Speed   braking effort

Where integer should be used as speed (fractional

speeds not allowed)

4.2. Module for specifying standard characteristics
of coaches and wagons :

This module is used for specifying standard

characteristics of coaches and wagons. These are used

for describing coaches and wagons in train composition

file. These characteristics are stored in binary form to

increase the execution speed and to save the disc space.

This nodule has option for viewing existing standard coach/

wagon characteristics file, modifying and adding new

characteristics in it.

Following parameters are used to specify the

characteristics:

i. Name

ii. Weight (tons)

iii. Length

iv. Starting Resistance(in kg/ton)

v. Ancillary power rating (in KW)

vi. Maximum Speed (in Kmph)

vii. Critical speed for resistance(in Kmph)

viii. a

ix. b

x. c

where a,b,c are coefficients in rolling resistance

equation a+bv+cv2  .

These datas are entered interactively by user. File

input mode is also supported . Text file is created as

explained in option 4 with above.

4.3. Module for specifying train composition file:

This module is used for specifying the composition

of train for which simulation is required to be performed.

Train composition can be specified at coach / wagon level.

A train comprises of one or more locomotives, and several

coaches / wagons of different types like a passenger train

may have one SLR, second class coaches and AC

coaches, while goods train may have one or more type of

wagons e.g BOX, BOXN, BCN etc.

Instead of specifying train as a loco and attached

trailing load (i.e. only one type of coach / wagon ), the

software specifies train composition by specifying

characteristics of all locomotives, coaches and wagons

independently. For this purpose, the software provides

capacity to build up a library of characteristics of different

types of  locomotives (option 2) and a library of

characteristics of different types of coaches and wagons

(option 3). Users can enrich these libraries by adding new

locomotives, coaches and wagons characteristics as they

are developed / used.

While specifying train composition, user is prsented

with the names of all locomotives, coaches and wagons

whose characteristics are already available in libraries,

and user is only to select the name of each type of

locomotives, coaches and wagons in the train and specify

their number.

This module first prompts user to enter whether to

create a new train composition file, enter 'y' here, and

then enter the name of  file to be created as name oftrain

with extension '.txt'.After this enter train composition

interactively. Following parameters are to be specified :

i. Name of train

ii. Type of locomotives

iii. Number of locomotives of each type

iv. Type, number & name of each type of dead

locomotives in train

v. Type of coaches and wagons

vi. Number of coaches and wagons of each type

vii. Percentage brake efficiency of train ( about 3 % )

viii. Alpha

ix. Booked speed of train (in Kmph)
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x. Energy efficiency of train ( about 0.85)

xi. Name of different locomotives of each type ( or

characteristics of a new locomotive if required )

xii. Name of different coaches and wagons of each type

( or characteristics of  new coach / wagon if required)

Train composition file is stored in binary form and

can only be viewed using this module. Train composition

file can not be created using text editors, it has to be

created using this module only. Once created, same train

composition can be used for more than one simulations

on different sections if required.

4.4. Module for specifying section data file:

This module is used to specify the section

parameters i.e. gradient and curvature. Normally gradient

is available in 1:G format from section diagram.  To specify

the gradient we need only to specify G, for level track

specify 0.

Curvature is specified in degrees. If curve

compensated gradients are given specify 0 for curvature.

A section is considered as that continuous portion

of track which has same values of gradient and curvature.

Location of section is specified by location of point of

section termination with respect to the reference.

(reference must be same for all three files viz. Section

data file, station data file and speed restriction data file )

Section Data file uses following format

Section termination location (Km) Gradient G

(1:G)            Curvature(0)

This is created interactively by software. This file

can also be created using text editor (word or notepad)

with keeping extension as '.txt' and file name as name of

section. It is also possible to specify few sections

interactively and then edit that file to type the information

of remaining sections in this format.

It is necessary that section details to be provided

in increasing order of section termination location, i.e. in

order  as they will appear to the train.

Using this module, an existing section data file of

new format can be viewed, and section details may be

added to it interactively. Existing section data file can

also edited using text editor.

4.5. Module for specifying station data file:

This module is used for specifying station

parameters viz. Location of station wrt the reference (in

Km) ( reference must be same for all three files viz. Section

data file, station data file and sspeed restriction data file),

name of station ( maximum 5 letters for formatting

purpose) and stoppage duration (in minutes).

Data can be entered interactively using this module.

Negative distance is required to be entered as station

location for terminating data entry session.

Like previous module, this module can also be used

for viewing an existing station data file and adding details

of new stations interactively in it. Station data file can

also be created / edited using a text editor.

Format of station data file is :

Station Location (Km)       Station Name

Stoppage Duration(min)

4.6. Module for specifying speed restriction data
file:

This module is used for specifying speed restriction

details  viz. Location of starting point of speed restriction

wrt the reference (in Km)     ( reference must be same for

all three files viz. Section data file, station data file and

sspeed restriction data file), length in which speed

restriction is to be followed ( in Km ), and speed permited

(in Kmph).

Data can be entered interactively using this module.

Negative distance is required to be entered as location of

starting point of speed restriction  for terminating data

entry session.

Like previous module, this module can also be used

for viewing an existing speed restriction data file and adding

details of new speed restriction interactively in it. speed

restriction data file can also be created / edited using a

text editor.

Format of speed restriction data file is :

Location(Km) Length(Km)

Speed(Kmph)

4.7. Module for carrying out simulation:

This is the module which actually performs

simulation, this module is to be used after creating section

data file, station dat a file, speed restriction data file and

train composition file. All these files are used for providing

necessary inputs to simulation module by specifying

section, stations speed restrictions and train composition.

There are two modes of working in this module.

One is interactive and other is file input mode. In interactive

mode, user is required to enter all the simulation

parameters interactively. This is recomended for beginers.

When user becomes proficient in using this module

interactively i.e. knows the  format of inputs  required ,

user can switch to file input mode.

In file input mode, user is required to enter the name

of text file containing all required data for this module.

User is required to create this file in text editor giving all

the required data in correct sequence. Sequence is

important, one space is required to separate two data

items, but more spaces / blank lines can be provided to

improve readability.

User is first asked whether to use file input mode,

if response is 'y' then enter the i/p data file name, if

response is no then he has to enter the data given in

format of input data file interactively.

Four modes of simulation are provided. First Mode

is Standard(with out coasting). In this mode to follow speed

restrictions / stopage only braking ( regenerative/

rheostatic/ mechanical ) (in the given order)is used.

Development and Methodology of Train Running Simulation Software
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Second Mode is Standard(with use of coasting). In

this user has to specify percentage drop in speed permitted

during coasting, e.g let current speed of train is 95KMPH

and Max Permissible speed of train is 100 KMPH and

10% drop is permitted during coasting,and software

decides to reduce speed then it will do in such a way so

as coasting is used till speed of 90 KMPH(100-10%) &

then braking will be used.

Third Mode is Time Minimisation mode. In this

modes the method of braking which will provide maximum

braking effort will be used, among  regenerative/rheostatic/

mechanical braking.

Fourth Mode is Energy Minimisation Mode.  In this

mode only coasting is used to achieve the required speed

restrictions, stopages.If by coasting it is not possible to

achieve them , then braking is also used.

5. SIMULATION ALGORITHM

6. CONCLUSION

The authors had developed fully functional train

running simulation software using the above mentioned

methodology and hopes that the paper will give a useful

insight on simulation methodology and will provide a

technical foundation based on which readers can carry

out train running simulation and develop their own

simulation software if required.

«««
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF EXISTING WHEEL PROFILE
USED ON LHB COACHES WITH A PROPOSED WHEEL

PROFILE TO ASSESS THE EFFECT ON DYNAMIC
PARAMETERS INCLUDING WHEEL WEAR

CHARACTERISTICS USING PARAMETRIC SIMULATIONS ON
NUCARS

Indrajit Singh
ED/Standards (Carriage)

RDSO, Lucknow

lkjka'k % Oghy VªsM nks"k Hkkjrh; jsyos ds fy, ,d çeq[k ykxr jgs gSaA ,y ,p ch lokjh fMCcksa esa Oghy

'ksfYyax dh leL;k fiNys dqN fnuksa ls ns[kh tk jgh gS ftlds dkj.k ifg;ks dh lsok vof/k cgqr gh

lhfer gks tkrh gSA bl rjg ls {kfrxzLr ifg, jsy iVjh ij ,oa lokjh fMCcksa ds vU; vo;oksa ij

vR;fèkd Hkkj gh ugha Mkyrs cfYd jsyos dh iw¡th dks bu ifg;ks dh ejEer ,oa çfrLFkkiu esa /khjs èkhjs

cgk nsrs gSaA ;|fi Oghy VªsM nks"k dbZ çdkj ds gksrs gSa ijUrq bl fo"k; ij ekStwnk v/;;u ds fy,

Hkkjrh; jsy ds ,y ,p ch lokjh fMCcksa esa gksus okyh Oghy 'ksfYyax dh leL;k dks gh vk/kkj cuk;k x;k

gSA ,y ,p ch lokjh fMCcksa esa gksus okyh Oghy 'ksfYyax ds vusd dkj.k gks ldrs gSa ijUrq ;gk¡ ij Oghy

çksQkby dks vk/kkj ekudj gh bl v/;;u dks vkxs c<+k;k x;k gSA Oghy 'ksfYyax ij cksxh ds fuyEcu

tSls dh çkbejh ik'kZ~o ,oa vuqnS/kZ~; y{k.kksa ls iM+us okys çHkkoksa dk v/;;u igys gh okgu xfrdh xzqi]

lokjh fMCck funs'kky; }kjk fd;k tk pqdk gSA bl Oghy 'ksfYyax dh leL;k ds jksdFkke ds fy, ,d

oSdfYid Oghy çksQkby ds leUos"k.k dk ç;kl fd;k x;k gSA

Abstract : Wheel tread defects are a major cost to the Indian Railways. Of late the problem of wheel

shelling has been observed in the LHB coaches thus limiting the service life of wheel. Damaged wheels

not only inflicts tremendous load on rails and other component of the coaches but drain the capital

hugely for repair and replacement of such wheels. Although there are several types of tread defects, the

focus of this study is on the specific problem of wheel shelling observed in the LHB coaches of Indian

Railways. There may be a number of reasons causing wheel shelling in LHB coaches but the present

study focuses mainly on wheel profile. The effect of bogie suspension characteristics on the wheel

shelling, such as lateral and longitudinal stiffness of primary suspension has already been studied by

Vehicle Dynamics Group of Carriage Directorate. An endeavor has been made to explore an alternative

wheel profile to counteract this problem of wheel shelling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wheel tread defects are a major cost to the Indian

Railways. Of late the problem of wheel shelling has been

observed in the LHB coaches thus limiting the service life

of wheel. Damaged wheels not only inflicts tremendous

load on rails and other component of the coaches but

drain the capital hugely for repair and replacement of such

wheels. Although there are several types of tread defects,

the focus of this study is on the specific problem of wheel

shelling observed in the LHB coaches of Indian Railways.

There may be a number of reasons causing wheel shelling

in LHB coaches but the present study focuses mainly on

wheel profile. The effect of bogie suspension

Mohd. Saquib
Director/VDG(Carriage)

RDSO, Lucknow

Sital Singh
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characteristics such as lateral and longitudinal stiffness

of primary suspension has already been studied on the

wheel shelling by Vehicle Dynamics Group of Carriage

Directorate. An alternative wheel profile has been explored

to counteract this problem of wheel shelling.

2. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to have a comparative

assessment of the effect of existing wheel profile and the

proposed wheel profile on the wheel wear on the LHB

coaches. Vehicle Dynamics Analysis Software 'NUCARS'

is used for conducting the above study. On the basis of

this analysis an effort is made to find out whether there is

any scope of getting rid of wheel shelling problem by using

an alternative wheel profile.

The parameters that shall be monitored for

assessing the comparative behavior with various

characteristics are vertical and lateral ride index, lateral

force Hy2m, derailment coefficient and total wheel rail

resistance which is indicative of the rail wheel wear.

3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

3.1 Development of the Vehicle Model

The first stage in setting up a computer model is to

prepare a set of mathematical equations that represents

the vehicle dynamics. These are called the equations of

motion and can be prepared automatically by the NUCARS

software through a user interface requiring the vehicle

parameters to be described by entering a set of

coordinates depicting all the important aspects of the

suspension. The amount of detail used to prepare the

model will vary according to the type of suspension and

the required outcome of the modeling. Vehicle related

inputs viz. mass and moment of inertia of heavy bodies

with primary and secondary suspension characteristics

under tare and gross load conditions were calculated to

develop the computer model of the vehicle. Space co-

ordinates of all connections between heavy bodies were

clearly defined with respect to a point located at middle

of track on the front axle at rail/wheel contact level. The

non linear suspension characteristics are defined as a

piecewise linear curve in the form of ordinate and abscissa

These are some of the dominant properties as regards to

the vehicle related inputs which are given as a system file

in a proper manner and compatible format.

3.2 Wheel Rail Contact Geometry

The rail/wheel contact geometry file has been

generated by using NUCARS tool CFIT/WRCON wheel /

Rail input Generator with worn wheel profile conforming

to SK-91146 and standard 52 kg Rail profile of Broad

Gauge (BG) of Indian Railways, which is used in

conducting the simulation studies. The other rail/wheel

contact geometry file has been generated by using

proposed wheel profile and standard 52 kg rail profile.

3.3 Track Inputs

Measured mainline track of KATNI-BINA section of

Indian Railway with normal track perturbation with Super

elevation of 75 mm has been used to generate track

(.TRK) file. The track files that have been used for

conducting simulation studies give a fairly good

representation of the actual track.

2O MAIN LINE CURVE TRACK

4. SALIENT DESIGN FEATURES OF STANDARD

LHB CHAIR CAR

The FIAT bogie is a welded Y-frame type bogie.

Main features of the bogie are primary suspension with

articulated arms and coil springs, secondary suspension

of coil springs with flexibility in transverse direction and

rubber pads on top and bottom of the suspension.The

articulated arms at the primary suspension provided by

control arm render this bogie to be optimized for

longitudinal and transverse flexibility of the axles

independently. Anti roll bar has been provided to control

the excessive roll of the car body with vertical, lateral and

secondary yaw dampers for a smooth riding. Each axle

is fitted with two disc brakes of 640 mm diameter. Less

wheel base as compared to ICF bogies improves its ability

to negotiate curves.The details of the coach used for this

simulation study are given below.
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GEOMETRIC DETAILS-

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

EXISTING WHEEL PROFILE

Comparative Study of Existing Wheel Profile Used on LHB Coaches With a Proposed Wheel Profile to Assess the

Effect on Dynamic Parameters Including Wheel Wear Characteristics Using Parametric Simulations on Nucars
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ALTERNATIVE WHEEL PROFILE
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6. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Comparative Study of Existing Wheel Profile Used on LHB Coaches With a Proposed Wheel Profile to Assess the

Effect on Dynamic Parameters Including Wheel Wear Characteristics Using Parametric Simulations on Nucars
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7. DISCUSSION ON RESULTS

7.1 VERTICAL RIDE INDEX

It is observed from the simulation results that there

are no significant changes in vertical ride index values for

empty and loaded condition of the vehicle on both straight

and curve track for both the wheel profiles.

7.2 LATERAL RIDE INDEX

The Lateral Ride Indices under empty and loaded

conditions of the vehicle increase invariably for the

proposed wheel profile over straight and 2 degree curve

track.

7.3 DERAILMENT COEFFICIENT

The Derailment coefficient with the proposed wheel

profile is lower at the lower speeds but deteriorates with

the increasing speed for empty and loaded conditions of

the vehicle over straight and curve track. The overall

performance of the existing wheel profile is better as

compared to the proposed wheel profile.

7.4 HY2M  (LATERAL FORCE)

The lateral forces also increase with the proposed

wheel profile under empty and loaded condition of the

vehicle on straight and curve track. This can be better

appreciated by the graphical representation of this

parameter given on the previous page.

7.5 WHEEL RAIL RESISTANCE

The total power dissipation is taken as an indicator

of susceptibility of a wheel to wear. It is at the minimum

with the existing wheel profile under all conditions of

operation i.e. on straight and curve track in both empty

and loaded condition over the complete speed range over

which the simulations have been performed.

8.0 CONCLUSION

Based on the above discussions on simulation

results of NUCARS, it is concluded that the existing wheel

profile being used in LHB coaches exhibits better overall

performance under empty and loaded condition of the

vehicle on both straight and curve track.

«««
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PERSONALITY FACTORS IN ORGANIZATIONAL SETTING

Manoj Kumar Sinha
Executive Director/Traffic

RDSO, Lucknow

lkjka'k% ,d laxBu esa] fHkUu&fHkUu dk;Z inkssa ds fy;s fofHkUu dkS'ky vkSj vfHko``fRr dh vko';drk gksrh

gSa] tks izk;% O;fDrRo ls lacaf/kr gksrh gSaA laxBu ,oa mlesa dk;Z djus okys deZpkjh mfpr :i ls dk;Z

dj ldsa] blds fy, vko';d gS fd vkosnd ds O;fDrRo 'khyxq.kksa ,oa dk;Z in dh fo'ks"krkvksa esa

leqfpr vuq:irk gksA  laxBu izk;%  vkosnd ds O;fDrRo ,oa tkWc izksQkby ds chp vuq:irk] O;fDrRo

ijh{k.k ds ek/;e ls djrs gSaA  O;fDrRo ijh{k.k p;u ds nkSjku ;k rks fyf[kr :i esa ;k lk{kkRdkj

ds ek/;e ls fd;k tkrk gSA  fofHkUu fl)karksa  vkSj ekWMyks }kjk dbZ O;fDrRo 'khyxq.kksa dh igpku dh

x;h gSa] tks dk;Z fu"iknu ,oa dk;Z ls lacaf/kr euksHkkoksa tSls dk;Z larqf"V ,oa izfrc)rk dks izHkkfor

djrs gSaA  izLrqr ys[k mu O;fDrRo 'khyxq.kksa ds ckjs esa O;k[;k djrk gS] tks vDlj laxBukRed ifjos'k

esa iz;ksx fd;s tkrs gSaA lHkh O;fDrRo 'khyxq.kksa esa cfgeqZ[krk] HkkoukRed fLFkjrk] drZO;fu"Bk] u;s

vuqHkoksa ds fy, oSpkfjd Lohd``fr vkfn ds ckjs esa O;kid :i ls v/;;u fd;k x;k gS vkSj bu O;fDrRo

'khyxq.kksa dks fofHkUu inksa dh dk;Z izksQkby esa Hkh 'kkfey fd;k x;k gSA  Hkkjrh; jsyos esa lqj{kk ls

tqM+s dk;Z inksa tSls lgk;d LVs'ku ekLVj] yksdks ik;yV ,oa eksVjeSu vkfn ds dk;Z dks lqpk: :i

ls djus ds fy;s Hkh HkkoukRed fLFkjrk] n``<+rk] fu;a=.k] la;e vkSj drZO;fu"Bk tSls O;fDrRo 'khyxq.kksa

dh vko';drk gksrh gSA

Abstract: In an organization, different job roles require different skills and aptitudes, which are usually

tied to personality traits. For adequate functioning of the organization and its employees, it is requisite to

establish congruence between personality traits of job performer and characteristics of job profile.

Organizations usually match the personality characteristics of job applicants with the requirement of job

profile through personality testing either in written form or through interview at the time of selection.

Various traits have been identified by different trait theories and models to be related to job performance

and job related attitudes such as job satisfaction and commitment. The present paper explains few

personality traits which were frequently referred in organizational settings. Among all the personality

traits, Extraversion, Emotional Stability, Conscientiousness, Openness to Experience are widely studied

and also included in the job profile of various occupations. On Indian railways, personality traits like

Emotional Stability, Perseverance, Control, Restraint and Conscientiousness are essential to perform

the job of safety critical posts such as Assistant Station Masters, Motormen and Loco Pilots.

1. INTRODUCTION

Personality refers to individual's patterns of thinking,

feeling and behaving. It includes the behavior patterns a

person shows across situations or the psychological

characteristics of the person that lead to his/her behavior

pattern. Personality factors are extremely important in

organizational setting as it takes the whole man concept

and affects the various aspects of human behaviour. Every

job in organizations requires some specific characteristics

of the job performer and one of the basic characteristics

is personality. An organization can perform effectively and

efficiently if there is congruence between personality of

job performer and requirement of the job profile. The person-

job fit can be obtained through recruitment and selection

procedure. Organization uses some sort of personality

test either in written form or through personal interview.

The proper match between job and person is also requisite

Shalini Dubey
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for deciding training and development requirement, in

designing motivation program and job control system and

for promotion as well. The high level matching of person

and job has several positive outcomes such as increased

job satisfaction and organizational commitment, low job

stress, motivation, better job performance, attendance,

adjustment, and reduced intention to quit the job.

2. PERSONALITY TRAITS

Personality traits are enduring personal

characteristics that describe particular pattern of behavior

of individual in a variety of situations. Researchers have

made effort to identify personality traits that could help in

employee selection, matching people to jobs and in guiding

career development decisions. Their efforts resulted in

long lists of traits that are difficult to generalize from and

provided little practical guidance to employers and

organizational decision makers.  Over the few decades

following personality traits theories have become the

dominant framework for identifying and classifying traits

in organizational setting: The Big Five Model, The Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator, Sixteen Personality factors,

Eysenck Personality Factors. Organizations generally

use exhaustive and stress interview methods to evaluate

personality characteristics of the person. Beside interview

methods, organizations use self report measures to

assess the personality traits of employees and job

applicants. Self-report measures based on above four

personality theories are widely used by organization for

different purposes. Brief description of these personality

self-report measures and traits are given as follows.

2.1 Sixteen Personality Factors:

Sixteen Personality Factor questionnaire is based

on 16 source traits put forth by R. B. Cattell.  Cattell

collated a set of 18000 adjectives from various sources

that describe people and then removed obvious synonyms

and metaphorical terms, until he reduced these to 171

key trait names. Cattell collected ratings of these words

and factor-analyzed the ratings and developed a model of

personality describing 16 trait dimensions.  He then

developed a questionnaire to measure these 16 traits

called the Sixteen Personality Factors Questionnaire

(16PF). The 16 traits are:  (1) Warmth; (2) Reasoning; (3)

Emotional Stability; (4) Dominance; (5) Liveliness ; (6)

Rule-Consciousness; (7) Social Boldness; (8) Sensitivity;

(9) Vigilance; (10) Abstractedness; (11) Privateness; (12)

Apprehension: (13) Openness to Change; (14) Self-

Reliance; (15) Perfectionism: (16) Tension. Cattell and

other researchers factor analyzed these traits and five

global factors derived from the above 16 primary factors.

Table 1 presents the global factors which are bipolar,

having two ranges of characteristics within one personality

dimension.

Table 1. Global Factors of Sixteen Personality Factor

2.2 Eysenck Personality Theory:

Psychologists Eysenck devised Eysenck

Personality Questionnaire (EPQ). They conceptualize

three personality dimensions i.e Psychoticism P,

Extraversion E, and Neuroticism N. The following table

(Table 2) describes the traits that are associated with the

three dimensions in Eysenck's model of personality:

Table 2. Eysenck Three Factor Personality Trait Theory
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2.3 The Big Five Model:

The Big Five personality traits also known as the

five factor model (FFM), is a model based on common

language descriptors of personality. NEO Personality

Inventory Five-Factor Inventory developed by Costa and

McCrae's measures the five personality Traits. These big

five factors are given in Table 3.

Table 3. The Big Five Traits

2.4 The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI):

The MBTI is the most widely used personality-

assessment instrument in the world. This instrument

classified people in following terms:

Extroverted versus Introverted (E or I) -

Extroverted individuals are outgoing, sociable, and

assertive. Introverts are quiet and shy.

Sensing versus Intuitive (S or N) - Sensing types

are practical and prefer routine and order. Intuitive rely on

unconscious processes and creativity.

Thinking versus Feeling (T or F) - Thinking types

use reason and logic to handle problems. Feeling types

rely on their personal values and emotions.

Judging or Perceiving (J or P) - Judging types

want control and prefer their world to be ordered and

structured. Perceiving types are flexible and spontaneous.

As we can see that the four personality theories

mentioned above shows common traits such as

extraversion, emotional stability etc. though few traits have

different name but underlying features are somehow similar

e.g. Psychoticism factor of EPQ shares some sub traits

of Openness to Experience, Conscientiousness and

Agreeableness factors of NEO PI.

3. PERSONALITY TESTING AT WORK

Personality testing in work place is used for variety

of functions, including selection, promotion, development,

appraisal, training, outplacement, team building, and

coaching. Personality testing helps employers in following

ways:

l To understand a candidate's behavior patterns

through personality traits,

l Provide quantitative information about personality,

l To identify key personality characteristics that

contribute to on-the-job success,

l To provide clear insights into a candidate's expected

performance,

l Recognizing a candidate's potential for leadership

and preferred leadership style,

l Create employee development plans, based upon

individualized assessment results.

Personality tests are comprehensive in that they

cover all the basic dimensions of personality and ability

from which other behaviour derived. Personality tests also

helpful in identifying personality pattern of different job

performers which further would help in the development of

screening schedule. Researches revealed that

Extraversion, Emotional stability, Agreeableness,

Conscientiousness, Self-control, Decisiveness and

Honesty are important traits for effective leaders or

managerial success. For scientific or technological

professions such as computer scientists, physicists,

engineers, and research and development personnel,

Abstract Reasoning, Independence and Agreeableness,

Introversion and Emotionally Stability are essential

personality traits.

As we can see that different personality traits are

found to be related with different jobs. Among all personality

traits Conscientiousness or Self-control, Extraversion and

Neuroticism are widely studied and found in the profile of

various jobs. Self control or Conscientiousness is the most

Personality Factors in Organizational Setting
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important personality predictor of job performance and

also the most important non-ability factor in personnel

selection. People with high Self-control are more likely to

both set themselves ambitious goals and work hard to

accomplish them. Self-controlled individuals can inhibit

their impulses. Self-controlled people are seen as serious,

rule-conscious, practical, and a perfectionist. Highly self-

controlled people do not display flexibility or spontaneity.

On the contrary, unrestrained individuals are more likely

to follow their urges. Unrestrained people may be very

flexible, but can also have problems restraining

themselves. They may be perceived as self-indulgent,

disorganized, irresponsible, and irrepressible.  An

important aspect of Self-control is rule-consciousness

which represents dutifulness and morality. It has even

been suggested that Conscientiousness is one of the

main facets of integrity. Individuals who are dependable,

persistent, goal directed and organized tend to be higher

performers on virtually any job; viewed negatively, those

who are careless, irresponsible, low achievement striving

and impulsive tend to be lower performers on virtually any

job.

Positive associations between Extraversion

measures and performance in managerial and sales jobs

have been found and interpreted in terms of the higher

interpersonal competence of extraverts. Extraversion

seems particularly important when 'coupled' with Emotional

Stability (low Neuroticism), what some people refer to as

the happy personality. Extraverts have an advantage over

introverts in tasks that require divided attention (e.g.,

writing while listening to music, or reading while watching

TV) and retrieval from short-term memory because of their

lower levels of distractibility. However, if tasks require

vigilance, long-term memory retrieval or problem solving

(where accuracy matters more than speed) introverts have

the advantage over extraverts as the latter would try to

compensate for their lower levels of cortical arousals by

attending to task-irrelevant stimuli.

Neuroticism has been linked to the different

measures of military performance i.e., effort and

leadership, personal discipline and physical fitness

bearing and civil professions. Emotionally stable recruits

performed more effectively in combat. Neuroticism may

have positive impacts on various task performances if

coupled with specific ability or personality traits, such as

higher Neuroticism - combined with lower Extraversion

resulted in higher levels of learning. Neurotic individuals

do not differ in cognitive ability levels from their emotionally

stable counterparts; they are more likely to underperform

in ability tests and real-life tasks, especially in the

presence of pressure.

4. SIGNIFICANCE OF PERSONALITY TESTING IN
INDIAN RAILWAYS

On Indian Railways, personality tests are used for

screening of safety category train operation staffs such

as Assistant Station Master and Motormen and also for

Station Controller and Train Operators of Metro Railways.

The train operation staffs such as Loco Pilots, Station

Masters (SMs) or Motormen are the essential categories

of staff in railways; their job is challenging with full of

responsibilities pertaining to safety and punctuality in train

operation. They are exposed to highly demanding

psychosocial environment that includes solitary work,

irregular shift hours and limited opportunities for social

contact. Personality testing ensures whether the applicant

is having requisite temperament to handle the pressure

of job of train operation or not.

Studies conducted by Psycho-Technical

Directorate, RDSO categorized several personality factors

related to the work of train operation. At present,

personality testing is used for selection of Assistant

Station Masters (ASMs) and Motormen of Indian Railways.

ASMs are in the charge of train operation at stations.

ASMs control train movement and maintain punctuality

in accordance with the rules and regulation. They come

in frequent contact with travelling passengers and hence

are also required to perform number of commercial and

supervisory functions. To perform these duties ASMs must

have certain personality attributes along with requisite

cognitive abilities. For the post of Assistant Station Masters

(ASMs) in Indian Railways, the essential personality

characteristics which emerged from Job Analysis studies

are: Assertiveness, Carefulness, Compliance,

Conscientiousness, Cooperation, Perseverance,

Punctuality, Leadership (control), Promptness, Sense of

Responsibility, Social Confidence, and Tactfulness.

Further, the follow up study derived only two traits i.e.

Control and Conscientiousness as major determinants of

effective job behaviour for ASMs. Conscientiousness is

the tendency to do what is right when no one is watching,

not telling lies or attempting to deceive others, respecting

others, telling or reporting correctly. Control refers to the

tendency to persuade or direct other people, liking

administrative activities, assuming authority and planning.

Job analysis study for Motormen revealed four

important personality traits essential for job performance

of Motorman. These are: Composure, Poise, Self

confidence and Perseverance. Though, in validation study

only Composure and Poise were found to be related with

job effectiveness variables such as General Behaviour,

Knowledge and Learning, and Aptitude. Later on,

Composure was reframed as Personality restraint and

Poise as Emotional Stability. Personality Restraint refers

to the characteristics to respond to unusual situations in

a matter-of-fact and deliberate manner, unaffected by

emotional sway. While, Emotional Stability is an individual

capacity to take decision after analyzing the total situation

and various options avoiding haste and impulsivity. Job

analysis done on Indian Railways Loco Pilots also divulged

that personality factors like Compliance, Resilience,

Loyalty etc. are essential attribute for job profile of Loco

Pilots and these are relatively stable competencies.

Psycho-Technical Directorate, RDSO also

conducts aptitude testing for the selection of Train Operator

(TO) and Station Controller (SC) staff of Metro Railways.

Station Controller is responsible for station management,

timely opening of all stations and efficient working of all

station equipment, while the Train Operator is responsible

for driving the train in accordance with the Train Control
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system, trouble shooting in the train when required,

manual operations of the train in case of any failure.

Aptitude tests used for the selection of SC and TO

comprise of several cognitive ability tests and a personality

test. Personality traits which are measured are

impulsiveness (emotional stability) and perseverance.

Perseverance refers to the tendency to be persistence in

doing something despite difficulty or delay in achieving

success. Impulsiveness is a multi-factorial construct that

involves a tendency to act on a whim, displaying behavior

characterized by little or no forethought, reflection, or

consideration of the consequences.

5. CONCLUSION

Each job profile requires certain competencies or

attributes for effective job performance. In selection

process organizations attempt to ensure through

screening examinations and aptitude testing whether

applicants possess basic abilities or not. An applicant's

expected compatibility with job and organization can only

be achieved by personality testing as it provide numeric,

fair, comprehensive and relatively valid and reliable

information about a person. Among different traits

extraversion, emotional stability, conscientiousness,

openness to experience are widely studied and included

in job profile of various occupations. On Indian railways,

personality traits are important for those jobs which are

safety critical such as Assistant Station Masters,

Motormen and Loco Pilots. Personality traits which are

required to perform the job of these safety category posts

are Emotional Stability, Perseverance, Control, Restraint

and Conscientiousness.

«««
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USE OF REMMLOT (LOCO REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEM)
BY DLS NGC IN IMPROVING LOCO RELIABILITY

Kapil Jambhulkar
Sr.DME/D

New Guwahati

lkjka'k % U;w xqokgkVh Mhty jsy batu 'ksM] ,p,pih jsy batuksa lfgr 130 jsy batu dh {kerk okyk

mRrj lhekar jsyos dk vxz.kh Mhty batu 'ksM gSA dsoy mRrj lhekar jsyos gh ugha cfYd Hkkjrh; jsyos

ds eq[; ekxksaZ dh lokjh ,oa eky ;krk;kr nksuksa gh vko';drkvksa dh iwfrZ gsrq ns'k dk ;g lqnwjiwohZ

'ksM gSA ;g 'ksM vusd izkS|ksfxdh;] i;kZoj.kh; ,oa vkbZlhVh&vk/kkfjr uohdj.k ftldk izHkkoh iz;ksx

Mhty jsy batuksa ds mUur vuqj{k.k esa fd;k tkrk gS rkfd fdlh Mhty batu 'ksM ds vafre y{;ksa

vFkkZr jsy batu fo'oluh;rk dks izkIr fd;k tk ldsA jsy batu fo'oluh;rk esa lq/kkj ls lHkh vU;

iSjkehVjksa tSls vkmV,st] vizHkkoh ,oa miLdj foQyrkvksa vkfn dh ns[kHkky Lor% gks tkrh gS rFkk

buds mUu;u esa lgk;rk feyrh gSA vr% ;g dguk fujkin gS fd dsoy bl {ks= ij /;ku nsus ls 'ksM

fu"iknu gsrq vk'p;Ztud dk;Z fd, tk ldrs gSaA

Mh,y,l ,uthlh ¼U;w xqokgkVh Mhty batu 'ksM] la{ksi esa½ 'ksM ds Hkkoh vuqj{k.k O;ogkjksa ds lq/kkj

gsrq jsy batu esa fn, x, vkjbZ,e,e,yvksVh ¼fjeksV ekWuhVfjax iz.kkyh½ dk iz;ksx cgqr izHkkoh <ax ls

dj jgk gSA 'ksM esa vkjbZ,e,e,yvksVh gsrq fodflr lexz iSjkQsusZfy;k liksVZ ¼bZdksflLVe½ izkIr gksrh

gS rkfd bl iz.kkyh dk vf/kdre ykHk izkIr gks ldsA

Abstract: Diesel Locomotive Shed New Guwahati is a flagship Diesel Locomotive Shed of NF Railway with

loco holding of 130 incl. HHP locos. It is the easternmost shed of the country serving both the passenger

and freight requirements of not just NF Railway but also Indian Railways in a major way. The shed has

been pioneer in many Technological, Environmental and ICT-based innovations which it has effectively

used to improve maintenance of Diesel Locomotives so as to achieve the ultimate goal of any Diesel Loco

Shed i.e. improving locomotive reliability. Improving loco reliability automatically takes care of all other

shed parameters like outage, ineffective, eq. failures, etc. and helps in their improvement. So, it is safe to

say that concentrating solely on this factor can work wonders for a shed's performance.

DLS NGC (Diesel Locomotive Shed New Guwahati, in short) has been very effectively using REMMLOT

(Remote monitoring system) provided in the locomotives in the improvement of predictive maintenance

practices of the shed. There has been a whole paraphernalia support (ecosystem) developed for

REMMLOT in the shed so as to extract maximum benefit from this system.

1. REMMLOT

REMMLOT is a network oriented system

connecting microprocessor based diesel electric

locomotives in the field with centralized server based

management system through CDMA/GSM network

communication & GPS. Various types of sensors have

been used to record the loco parameters. The parameters

that are available in display screen in loco cabin are

received by LCC though sensor, digital input channel or

derived by CPU based on sensor inputs. It Generates

reports like health status, fault status, datapack, event

recorder data, life  time counters data & other information

related to running of locomotives and trains to be used by

Indian Railway management for decision making.

2. REMMLOT Monitoring Cell

A Locomotive Remote Monitoring (REMMLOT)
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Control Room was commissioned in February 2016. It

functions 24x7 throughout the year. With simple login in

the control room by the on duty technician, the shed is

able to monitor various important parameters of the

locomotives running anywhere in India. More than 25 loco

readings such as Fuel Oil Pressure, Lube Oil Pressure,

Booster Air Pressure, Traction Motor Current, etc. is

available to the shed and with its help shed is able to

take precautionary measures in controlling failures as well

as attending it before problem arises. This has helped in

increasing locomotive reliability and hence the punctuality

of all trains.

Currently about 80 locomotives of Diesel Loco Shed

New Guwahati have been provided with REMMLOT. This

cell has been instrumental in preventing on an average 5

failures per month apart from ensuring APU utilization by

the LPs via real time monitoring by the cell. The RDSO

has also based its research data on the shed's REMMLOT

monitoring cell to improve the system and make alerts

more helpful in prevention of likely failures on line. Huge

data is downloaded through various on board computers

in the Monitoring Cell during every schedule. Suitable MIS

consisting of exception reports and graphical trend of key

parameters is developed for taking timely action to provide

focussed maintenance input and avert enroute failure. The

ability to monitor data, extract meaningful information,

read hidden message and apply the knowledge timely is

needed for effective condition monitoring programme. Two

levels of warnings systems are worked on by the shed

based on the data of individual locos collected by the

technician on duty in the REMMLOT monitoring cell round

the clock on all days. These two types of alerts are yet to

be developed by the OEM and incorporated in the

systems. Once they are incorporated in the system, the

on duty technicians' work will become easier in the

monitoring of each loco and preventing any failure enroute.

l Maintenance alert - It is based on shed

experience of normal deterioration of values within

schedule period (30/45/90 days). If a value has deteriorated

by more than 10 % from the expected variation in

parameter value from shed benchmark values based on

average readings obtained in good locos, the variation is

categorised as maintenance alert or unusual. This alarm

is extremely important as it indicates deteriorating trend

and predicts impending failure much before in advance. If

the alert is ignored, then loco is available to shed only

when it again becomes due or dead after failure. Whenever

loco comes to shed for schedule, the summary of

maintenance alerts can be seen by shed for taking timely

action on parameters requiring attention failing which it

may deteriorate further or even cause line failures.

l Recall alert - It is based on rapid deterioration

of parameter values beyond maintenance alert. These

alerts give opportunity to take timely action to attend on

line or replace likely failing components from nearby sheds

or troubleshooting points.

3. Loco position Map

The REMMLOT system keeps track of location of

all the locos provided with this feature. There is a provision

in this system of a map which gives location of all the

locos all over IR and they are colour coded to understand

their current status like whether the loco is running in

shorthood or longhood direction, low level fault, critical

fault, etc. The technician keeps monitoring the map all

round the clock and as soon as any unusual is observed,

concerned section SSE, IC or officer is informed for

necessary action by nearest shed to avert failure or

detention on main line.

4. APU Utilization

Approximately 23 liters of fuel oil is saved per hour

per engine if APU mode is maintained in an idling

locomotive. If locomotive is unable to go into the APU

mode while idling, then the above mentioned savings will

be lost. REMMLOT helps in providing exact location of

the loco along with its status i.e whether it has APU

favourable condition or not. If in such situations, loco does

not enter APU mode, it comes to the knowledge of the

technician on duty at REMMLOT monitoring cell and action

is taken in form of informing the division PRC and advising

to check why APU mode is not entered into. Most

probable caused are not keeping reversor handle in neutral

or not applying SA9 brake. The shed has been able to

Use of REMMLOT (Loco Remote Monitoring System) by DLS NGC in improving Loco reliability
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maintain APU utilization figures of above 70% consistently for working APUs which is amongst the best figures over

IR.
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